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Abstract. The proposed four-

compartment mathematical model describes 

transport kinetics of 99m-technetium radiotracers 

at intravenous administration process with taking 

into account radiopharmaceutical accumulation, 

elimination and radioactive decay. The analytical 

solution of the model in a form of the well-known 

sum-of exponential solution was obtained. The 

dependencies of the tracer concentration versus 

the time are analyzed. The model can be easily 

verified by the radioactive tracer concentration 

data in the circulatory/lymphatic system measured 

at some time points, and the obtained data can be 

used to determine the transport coefficients. 

Time-activity dependencies were obtained and 

analyzed for each compartment. The model can be 

used for individual transport parameter 

calculation at administration of 

diagnostic/therapeutic dose loads.  

 

 

Анотація. Запропонована 4-х 

компартментна математична модель описує 

транспортну кінетику 99m-технецієвих 

радіоактивних індикаторів при 

внутрішньовенному введенні препарату, 

враховуючи накопичення, елімінацію, 

радіоактивний розпад. Отриманий 

аналітичний розв’язок задачі у формі суми 

експоненціальних розв’язків. 

Проаналізовані залежності концентрації 

радіоактивного індикатора як функції часу. 

Модель може бути верифікована шляхом 

вимірювання концентрації радіоактивного 

індикатора у кровоносній/лімфатичній 

системі в певні моменти часу, а отримана 

інформація може бути використана для 

визначення транспортних коефіцієнтів. 

Залежність концентрації радіоактивного 

індикатора від часу отримана та 

проаналізована для кожного з компартментів. 
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Модель можна застосовувати для обрахунку 

індивідуальних транспортних параметрів  

 

 

пацієнта при призначенні 

діагностичного/тератевтичного дозового 

навантаження 

 

Keywords: Radiotracers, circulatory system, lymphatic system, transport kinetics of radiotracers, 

mathematical model. 

Section: Physiological Systems Modeling 

 

Introduction. The term “radiopharmaceutical” denotes the association of a radionuclide and 

pharmaceutical, i.e. symbiosis of biological, chemical and physical properties. Radiopharmaceuticals are 

approved for use in humans for diagnostic purposes chemical compounds whose molecules contain 

radionuclides. The method of diagnostics or radionuclide study of morphological and functional condition 

of the body using radionuclides or radionuclide-labeled indicators is one of the most common methods of 

detecting cancer. Radiopharmaceuticals are injected into the patient's body, and then using the radionuclide 

diagnostic devices it is possible to study the nature of their localization, retention, and removing them from 

the organs and tissues. Radiopharmaceuticals are selected with consideration of its radiopharmaceutical 

dynamic and nuclear-physical properties. Dynamics of radiopharmaceuticals is defined by a chemical 

compound that is the basis for radiopharmaceutical preparation. Registration of radiopharmaceutical is 

determined by the type of decay of the nuclide, by which it is marked. Some radiopharmaceuticals are called 

“radiotracers” because they are used only to diagnose (“trace”) dysfunctions in body tissues [1, 2, 3, 4]. 

A radiopharmaceutical introduced into the body is firstly uniformly distributed in the blood [5], and then 

selectively trapped by certain organs and tissues. Radiopharmaceuticals which are selectively accumulated 

in tumor tissues are called the tumor-imaging agents. They are mainly included in cells with a high mitotic 

and metabolic activity. Due to high concentration of radiopharmaceuticals a tumor area will emerge on a 

scintigram – the graphic record obtained by scintigraphy – as a hot site. This research technique is called 

positive scintigraphy. Areas with increased accumulation of a radiotracer are called hot areas; usually they 

correspond to overactive functioning body areas - areas of hyperplasia, some types of tumors, inflammatory 

tissue changes [6-10]. Radiopharmaceutical choice is caused by its pharmaceutical peculiarities and depends 

on tumor localization [6]. 

Radiopharmaceuticals are used in nuclear medicine as tracers for diagnostics and therapy of many 

diseases. Technetium 99m (99mTc) serves as gamma-rays-emitting tracer nuclide for many 
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radiopharmaceuticals. More than 30 different 99mTc based radiopharmaceuticals are known, which are used 

for imaging and functional studies in various organs, e.g. brain, lung, kidneys, liver, skeleton, etc. [7]. They 

also serve for diagnostic visualization of tumors. Their localization in the body is also determined by 

gamma-ray measurement. 

Radiotracer dynamics are caused by different ways of radiotracer administration (intravenous, 

intradermal/subcutaneous, intratumoral, intraperitoneal). In the considered  case of intravenous 

administration radiotracers are captured by the blood vessel, next depending on the size they move to the 

interstitium [14] and into the lymphatic system and are trapped by a sentinel lymph node of the lymphatic 

system.    

The circulatory and the lymphatic system are the two vascular systems of the body. Besides the well-

known major role of the lymphatic system in tissue fluid regulation, they are also important in tumor 

metastasis and immune system function. The circulatory system is made up of blood vessels that carry blood 

towards and from the heart. Arteries carry blood away from the heart and veins carry blood to the heart. The 

lymphatic system is a component of both the circulatory and the immune systems. The lymphatic system 

consists of a series of conduits (the lymphatic vasculature), lymphoid cells, and organized lymphoid tissues. 

Lymphoid tissues include the lymph nodes, spleen, thymus, Peyer’s patches in the intestine, and lymphoid 

tissue in the liver, lungs, and parts of the bone marrow [12]. Lymphatic vessels are found throughout the 

body, with the exception of the central nervous system, where cerebrospinal fluid fulfills the normal role of 

lymph. Lymphatic vasculature and lymphoid tissue are prevalent in the organs that come into direct contact 

with the external environment, such as the skin, the gastrointestinal tract, and the lungs. This distribution is 

probably a reflection of the protective role of the lymphatic system against infectious agents and alien 

particles. Lymph, like venous blood, is under relatively low hydrostatic pressure. Flow through the 

lymphatic vessels cannot occur without the intervention of outside forces. These external forces include 

contraction of skeletal muscles, pressure changes owing to the action of breathing muscles and, for large 

lymphatic trunks, contraction of the wall’s smooth muscles. Movement of the lymph in the vessels is 

unidirectional because the presence of valves prevents backflow [13]. Lymphatic system is the network of 

vessels through which lymph drains from the tissues into the blood.  

Microcirculation plays a crucial role in the supply of oxygen and nutrients from the blood to 

extravascular tissues. The microcirculation system consists of blood and lymphatic vascular capillaries and 

the interstitium, and functional disorders of the microcirculation system are strongly related to, for example, 

inflammatory responses, swelling, and tumor [11].  
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The interstitium or the interstitial space is a contiguous fluid-filled space existing between a structural 

barrier, such as a cell wall or the skin, and internal structures, such as organs, including muscles and the 

circulatory system [14, 15, 16]. The fluid in this space is called interstitial fluid, comprises water and solutes, 

and drains into the lymph system [16]. The interstitial compartment is composed of connective and 

supporting tissues within the body – called the extracellular matrix – that are situated outside the blood and 

lymphatic vessels and the parenchyma of organs [16]. The interstitium/interstitial space is similar in all 

tissues. The structure and elements of the interstitial space are described in details in [12]. The interstitial 

space consists of a fibrous collagen framework that supports a gel phase containing glycosaminoglycans, 

salts, and plasma-derived proteins [17]. Glycosaminoglycans are polyanionic polysaccharides that are fully 

charged at physiologic pH. With the exception of hyaluronic acid, they are covalently bound to a protein 

backbone, thus creating the proteoglycans that are immobilized in the interstitium. Transport of 

macromolecules within the interstitium may be physically delayed by the gel structure of the proteoglycans 

and by electrostatic interactions with charged components of the interstitial architecture [17, 18]. A question 

about charge of the interstitium is open now [18, 19]. Entry of extracellular fluid and protein into the initial 

lymphatic vessel occurs through interendothelial openings and by vesicular transport through the endothelial 

cells [20]. Interendothelial openings may allow cells (macrophages, lymphocytes, erythrocytes) and cellular 

debris to directly enter lymphatic vessels [17]. Mechanisms of particle transport into/inside of the lymphatic 

vessels are reviewed in [12]. Role of a particle size and its surface properties is very important [21, 22].  

Most radionuclide lymphatic flow studies use particulate materials. The agents studied include 99mTc-

sulfur colloids, 99mTc-nano- and microaggregated albumin, 99mTc-antimonysulfide, 99mTc – phytate, 

colloidal gold particles, liposomes, and emulsions administered into the interstitial space of animals and 

humans [23, 24, 25 –28]. Size is the major factor determining the behavior of particulate materials after 

subcutaneous injection. Particles that are smaller than a few nanometers will mostly penetrate the blood 

capillary membrane, whereas larger particles (up to about 100 nm) can enter the lymphatic capillaries and 

be transported to lymph nodes. Larger particles will be trapped in the interstitial space for a long time [23]. 

However, the upper size limit for lymphatic uptake has not been strictly defined. Different authors have 

different opinions about distribution of radiotracers after an injection. Small-sized molecules (typically of 

size <5 nm diameter) diffuse rapidly in the interstitium and can permeate to both blood and lymphatic 

capillaries [29, 30]. Particles smaller than a few nanometers usually leak into blood capillaries whereas 

larger particles (up to about 100 nm) can enter the lymphatic capillaries and be transported to lymph nodes 

[23]. However, even large particles were detected in venous blood immediately after subcutaneous injection, 

probably as a result of direct capillary disruption by the needle [31].  
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The optimal colloidal size for lymphoscintigraphy is believed to be approximately 50–70 nm [27]. 

Individual estimates vary from 1 to 70 nm [26, 28]. Larger particles (100 nm) are believed to be trapped in 

the interstitial compartment for a relatively long period [23]. One study has demonstrated that transport of 

perfluorocarbon emulsions of m360080 ,,  exhibits an inverse correlation to colloid particle size [22]. The 

same study demonstrated that the particle surface properties may influence the uptake of colloid [22]. 

Lymph node uptake of colloids of similar size can vary substantially [22, 28]. Early studies with liposomes 

have shown that specific surface properties, such as charge, hydrophobicity, and the presence of targeting 

ligands, can influence both the rate of particle drainage from a subcutaneous injection site and the 

distribution within the lymphatic system.  

The exact choice of the tracer size depends on the application [32]. For example, tracers for lymphatic 

flow imaging should be smaller (5–10 nm) to allow for rapid lymphatic uptake and visualization. On the 

other hand, the tracers for lymph node imaging should have an intermediate size (10–100 nm) in order to 

accumulate in the organ [34, 35, 36-39]. The optimal colloidal size for lymphoscintigraphy is believed to 

be approximately 50–70 nm [26]. The results of recent studies correlating the particle profile of 99mTc 

labeled inorganic colloids with lymph node uptake suggest that colloids with nanometric dimensions are the 

best suited for a high node uptake [40]. As a general rule, it can be assumed that very small nanoparticles 

(<10 nm) are best suited for lymphoscintigraphy, whereas large particles (>100 nm) display a longer 

retention in the first encountered lymph node. 

The complicated anatomy of the lymphatic system, with multiple collecting vessels draining each organ 

and inconsistent routing of these vessels between individual subjects was a severe limitation of such studies 

[32]. More modern imaging approaches are based on non-invasive measures of tracer flow through draining 

lymph nodes or to the systemic blood circulation. Several imaging modalities have the sensitivity and 

resolution capable of detecting signal intensity dynamics of lymphatic tracers within lymph nodes. Such 

assessments have been made with positron emission tomography-computer tomography (PET/CT), 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and fluorescence imaging techniques [41, 42, 43]. Depending on the 

tracer, lymph node signals will either increase steadily over time (as a measure of tracer retention) or will 

initially increase and then decrease (as a measure of lymph flow through the node) [3]. The first approach 

would be more desirable for the optimization of drug delivery or diagnostic techniques targeting the lymph 

node, while the second approach is more suited for assessment of lymphatic function. A group of researchers 

has developed a method to quantify the dynamics of NIR tracers in the draining lymph node after injection 

into the skin of mice [41]. Researchers have used this technique in conjunction with ICG liposomes to 
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demonstrate the blockage of flow through a lymph node that is bearing metastatic tumor cells and a 

reduction of lymphatic clearance from chronically inflamed skin [41, 44].  

An alternative approach of detecting the accumulation of a lymphatic-specific tracer in the systemic 

blood has been developed [45, 46, 47]. As all lymphatic routes eventually lead to the bloodstream, this 

approach simplifies the quantification of tracer transport from a specific organ. Authors of [45] using 

fluorescent tracers of 40 kDa size have found that non-invasive measures of lymphatic transport to blood 

can be made with high sensitivity in mice by near infrared spectroscopy monitoring of the signal dynamics 

in a large superficial blood vessel. This method allows deeper organs or anatomical cavities to be assessed. 

Using these measures, researchers have demonstrated the necessity for tissue motion for tracers to access 

the initial lymphatic vessels of the skin. Limitations of this technique include the need for large amounts of 

injected tracer and the requirement of the tracer to have a long plasma circulation for sensitive dynamic 

assessments in the systemic blood. 

2. Simulation of radiopharmaceutical transport kinetics  

2.1. Mathematical simulation of radiotracer transport kinetics 

Radiotracer kinetic simulation was studied by many authors [48, 49, 50]. In a typical PET study, PET data 

are sequentially obtained after the radioactive tracer is introduced (usually administrated intravenously) over 

time. The interpretation of the observed PET data over time is fulfilled in the frame of the “compartments 

model”, where “compartments” mean physiologically separate pools of a tracer substance. Usually authors 

consider four/three tissue compartments models. The first compartment is the blood. From the blood, the 

radiotracers move into the next compartments. The transport and binding rates of the tracers are assumed to 

be linearly related to the concentration differences between two compartments. Data obtained by PET 

detectors are obtained as the sum of these compartments. The parameters can be estimated by fitting the 

model to measured PET data with arterial radioactivity concentration as the input function. However this 

method requires the frequent manual sampling of the blood or continuous radioactivity monitoring by 

external radiation detectors. 

Compartment model can be reversible or irreversible (containing at least one compartment which has no 

outlet). Application of radiotracer kinetic simulation allows us to substantiate quantitative results obtained 

during radionuclide diagnostic, and to connect them with morphological and functional characteristics of 

liver and bile-excreting systems and hemodynamic indicators [49]. 
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Duration of a radiotracer exposure depends on the radiotracer decay rate . After intravenous bolus injection 

the radiotracer moves from one compartment to the next one. Radiotracer kinetics is described by the system 

of differential equations [49, 50]. The solution of such system is determination of the effective rate of 

accumulation/elimination. The next stage is to find all the points and use the approximation method (the 

smallest square, for example). Standard approach is to apply the functional of the residual function [50].  

2.2. Mathematical model of radiotracer transport kinetics 

Dynamic of radiotracers is a rather complicated problem. To build a correct mathematical model of 

radiotracer dynamics we have to take into account a very complicated anatomical structure of an organism 

and different physiological/ pathologic(al) processes, as well as physical and chemical processes, namely 

diffusion, accumulation, elimination and radioactive decay of radiotracers. The main problem is to 

determine the space trajectory of radiotracer movement.   

After bolus intravenous administration of the radiotracers the process of transferring the radiotracers by 

blood vessels is begun and the so-called radiotracer “dilution” process is realized, namely the absorption of 

radiotracers by other organs and tissues and radiotracer decay. The injected bolus quite quickly causes a 

response reaction in the body.  

The part of radiopharmaceuticals which is absorbed by cells is immediately metabolized, and metabolic 

products quickly returned to the general blood circulation. The processes taken into account in this model 

are the following ones: 

1) radioactive decay of pharmaceuticals; 2) accumulation of pharmaceuticals in the interstitium; 3) 

accumulation of pharmaceuticals in the lymphatic system; 4) transport of pharmaceuticals from the blood 

vessels; 5) transport of pharmaceuticals and metabolites from the interstitium in the blood vessels, 6) 

transport of pharmaceuticals from the lymphatic system to the blood vessels. 

The model of transport kinetics of radiotracers is described by a system of differential equations of 

the 1st order for radiotracer concentration levels in the blood-vascular system, in the interstitium, in the 

lymphatic system and in the urinary system. The system of equations describes the processes of 

accumulation/retention of radiotracers in the cells, the radiotracer elimination/washout, and radiotracer 

radioactive decay. This system is similar to 4-th models, where the amount of radiotracers in each 

compartment is proportional to the radiotracer concentration: 
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The next denotation were used in (1):   is the radioactive decay constant of radiotracers, )(tx  is the 

concentration of radiotracers in the interstitium, )(tz is the concentration of radiotracers in blood vessels, 

)(tw  is the radiotracer concentration in the lymphatic system, )(tu  is the radiotracer concentration in the 

urinary system, zx is the rate of radiotracer capture by interstitial cells, wz  is the elimination rate of 

radiotracers from the lymphatic system in the bloodstream, xw is the rate of radiotracer movement from 

the interstitium to the lymphatic system, zu  is the elimination rate of radiotracers from the bloodstream. 

Thus, the simple system of differential equations (1) has been used to model the kinetics of radiotracers. 

The initial conditions are the following ones: 00001000 ==== )(,)(,)(,)( uwzx . Functions of 

activity retention )(),(),(),( tutwtztx are presented in the reduced units (normalized on unit of the injected 

activity). Half-decay period of 99mTc-radiotracers is equal to 621 =/T  hours. 

2.3. An analytical solution of the system 

The solution of Cauchy problem of system (1) can be found analytically. 
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where coefficients 31,, =ii are roots of the auxiliary (characteristic) equation and can be written as: 
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Analytical solution (2) of the model in a form of the well-known sum-of exponential solution was obtained.  

2.4. Transport parameter determination 

The analytical solution of the problem contains a set of kinetic parameters or transport coefficients

),,,(B wzzxuzxw = . All parameters are positive values. The task of determination of these 

parameters can be solved by the residual functional ),,,( zuwzzxxwF  . For the accumulation function 

has been used the residual functional [49]:  
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where )( jtxexper  are measured values in the appropriate compartment. We have to determine genuine 

values of the problem. So we can consider the problem as a variation one. Thus it is necessary to find the 

minimum of the functional or find the solution of the system of equation







=

0

0

2F

F




B . Then the obtained 

values of transport coefficients zuwzzxxw  ,,, are substituted in (2)-(7) and we have calculated the 

time-activity dependencies in each compartment. Moreover these dependencies are individual dosimetric 

characteristics. The minimization procedure is fulfilled numerically. On the basis of the time-activity 

dependencies one can calculate analytically the absorbed radiation dose of an injected radiotracer individual 

for a patient in each considered compartment.   

3. Results 

Radiotracer simulation is one of the main methods of interpretation of radionuclide research results. 

Quantitative data of radiotracer transport kinetics in the body are presented in the form of “activity-time” or 

“concentration-time”, which reflect the spatial and temporal processes of change in the concentration of 

radioactive indicator in the “regions of interest” and characterize the rate of 99mTc-radiotracers retention and 

washout in the organ or tissue. This makes it possible to monitor changes of scintigraphy images as a 

function of time to assess relevant indicators of the various functions of organs and tissues which are under 

the treatment.  

The complexity of this mathematical simulation, on one hand, is the excessive simplification of the 

anatomical features of the organism when it is divided into kinetic chambers, which can lead to loss or 

distortion of information important for diagnostics. On the other hand, excessive consideration of all 

possible interrelationships in the functioning of organs and systems, results in excessive number of 

mathematical data useless for the clinical interpretation. 

The case of intravenous administration of radiotracers was considered in the model. The aim of the paper is 

to describe radiotracer transport in the frame of four compartment models: the circulatory system, the 

lymphatic system, the interstitium, and the urinary system.  

The “time-activity” curves of radiotracer transport kinetic )(tn in the frame of 4-compartment model can 

be conditionally divided into four processes )()()()()( tutwtxtztn +++= :  
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- The intake of the radiotracers by the systemic blood system and the process of radiotracer 

distribution in the body. The vascular curve is characterized by the rapid growth of the concentration curve 

in the circulatory system )(tz in the first seconds after injection of radiotracers, which reflects the intake of 

the radiotracers by the systemic blood system and beginning the process of radiotracer accumulation (curve 

4 in all Figures).  

- The concentration-time dependency in the interstitium )(tx  corresponds to the smooth amplitude 

growing up to the maximum value, and then entering the plateau phase, which reflects the processes of the 

radiotracer accumulation and retention in the interstitium (curve 2 in all Figures). 

- The concentration-time dependency in the lymphatic system interstitium corresponds to the smooth 

amplitude growing up to the maximum value, and then entering the plateau phase, which reflects the 

processes of the radiotracer accumulation and retention in the lymphatic system ( )(tx ) (the plateau part of 

the curve 1). The concentration-time dependency in the urinary system )(tu  is characterizing by rapid 

growth and practically linear decreasing (curve 3 in all Figures), reflecting the process of radiotracer 

washout. 

The simulation results are presented in a form of the “concentration-time” curves in each compartment (as 

shown in Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4). One can see that the value of the transport coefficient between to any compartment 

is a key parameter which influences on the concentration changes in another compartments.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1. The circulatory system-the interstitium transport coefficient 
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Figure 1. Concentration-time dependence, 00150250 ,,,,, === zuwzxw  . 

 

1. The lymphatic system. 2. The interstitium. 3. The urinary system. 4. The circulatory system.
 

Different values of the transport coefficient between the circulatory system and the interstitium

150250 === zxzxzx cba  );,);,) . 
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3.2. The interstitium-lymphatic system transport coefficient 

 

 

Figure 2. Concentration-time dependence, 505050 ,;,;, === zuwzzx  . 

 

1. The lymphatic system. 2. The interstitium. 3. The urinary system. 4. The circulatory system.
 

Different values of the transport coefficient between the interstitium and the lymphatic system

75050250 ,);,);,) === xwxwxw cba  . 
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3.3. The lymphatic system-the circulatory system transport coefficient 

  

 

Figure 3. Concentration-time dependence, 5050750 ,;,;, === zuxwzx  . 

 

1. The lymphatic system. 2. The interstitium. 3. The urinary system. 4. The circulatory system. 

Different values of the transport coefficient interstitium-lymphatic system 75050250 ,;,;,=wz . 
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3.4. The circulatory system-the urinary system transport coefficient 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Concentration-time dependence, 50250750 ,;,;, ===
wzxwzx

 . 

 

1. The lymphatic system. 2. The interstitium. 3. The urinary system. 4. The circulatory system. 

Different values of the transport coefficient between the interstitium and the lymphatic system

00175050 ,);,);,) === zuzuzu cba  . 

4. Discussions 

The case of intravenous administration of radiotracers was considered in the model. The aim of the paper is 

to describe radiotracer transport in the frame of 4th compartment models: the circulatory system, the 

lymphatic system, the interstitium, and the urinary system.  
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The model can be easily verified by the radioactive tracer concentration data in the circulatory/lymphatic 

system measured at some time points, and the obtained data can be used to determine of the transport 

coefficients. Time-activity dependencies were obtained and analyzed for each compartment. The model can 

be used for individual transport parameter calculation at administration by therapeutic dose loads. 

The proposed model can be classified as a simple model taking into account the main circulation process of 

radiotracers in a body. It can by improved by introduction of the additional compartments. The model can 

be transformed for different ways of radiotracer administration.    

In this model it is easy to estimate the transport coefficients for individual patients and forecast absorbed 

radiation doses in each chamber.  

5. Conclusions 

The proposed four-compartment mathematical model describes transport kinetics of 99m-technetium 

radiotracers at intravenous administration process with taking into account radiopharmaceutical 

accumulation, elimination and radioactive decay. Analytical solution of the model in a form of the well-

known sum-of exponential solution was obtained. The dependencies of the tracer concentration versus the 

time are analyzed. The model can be easily verified by the radioactive tracer concentration data in the 

circulatory/lymphatic system measured at some time points, and the obtained data can be used to determine 

of the transport coefficients. Time-activity dependencies were obtained and analyzed for each compartment. 

The model can be used for individual transport parameter calculation at administration by therapeutic dose 

loads. 

Integration of the mathematical model with experimental or clinical data can provide a better tool to 

understand the radiopharmaceuticals distribution, accumulation and elimination processes, in particular, to 

evaluate time of accumulation and retention of 99mTc radiotracers in the “region of interest”. The use of 

radiotracer transport kinetic model will make it possible to connect some physical indicators with definite 

physiological processes to evaluate the investigation results, and present the objective evaluation of 

functional state of the investigated organ according to the obtained radiological data. 
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